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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Visceral Visions, a non-profit society with the mandate to champion diverse provocative voices

that struggle to be heard in an increasingly homogenized world through the media of artistic

expression and to promote and foster Indigenous and racialized Canadian artists, and Centre for

Digital Media (CDM) graduate students are partnering on the design and development for a

CultureBrew.Art mobile app that will allow indigenous and racialized artists to connect with

each other and collaborate.

The Master of Digital Media (MDM) is Canada’s first professional graduate program in digital

media. Offered at the Centre for Digital Media in Vancouver BC, this intensive program with

internship engages students in real world projects and coursework that provides valuable

leadership experience, training, and top industry connections.

Guided by top-level faculty and industry mentors, students work closely with clients and peers

on team-based, industry-supported projects. Graduates have the know-how and confidence to

work at the highest level in the industry as creators, producers, innovators, or entrepreneurs.

This document will introduce the proof of concept prototype by giving a detailed view of the

project development from research, design, testing, technicality, and recommendations for

future phases.

Agile Statement

FOR BIPOC artists, creators and performers in Canada

WHO want to connect and collaborate

THE CultureBrew.Art mobile  app) IS A social platform

THAT will help users find communities and opportunities

UNLIKE LinkedIn and Behance

OUR PRODUCT will facilitate social connection through geolocation, while building a safe and

inclusive space.
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PROJECT BRIEF

THE CLIENT

Visceral Visions is a non-profit society with the mandate to champion diverse provocative

voices that struggle to be heard in an increasingly homogenized world through the media of

artistic expression and to promote and foster Indigenous and racialized Canadian artists.

The team worked in direct communication with Anju Singh,

Creative and Technical Director, and Valerie Sing Turner,

Artistic Producer of Visceral Visions.

STAKEHOLDERS

The following are the immediate stakeholders for the project.

- Project team, UNITeam

- Project client, Visceral Visions

- Mobile app users, meaning current and future CultureBrew.Art members

- CDM and faculty mentor, Dr. Rachel Ralph

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Being an artist or having an artistic discipline comes with its own set of challenges, and being

part of a marginalized community such as a Black Indigenous People of Colour, LGBTQ+,

disabled or racialized in any way, can create even more challenges when finding and creating

connections with other racialized artists. Whether living in rural or remote regions, are new to a

city, or simply isolated due to lack of work or opportunity, BIPOC artists will be able to connect,

engage, and create community through the CultureBrew.Art mobile app.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

CultureBrew.Art is a digital initiative that benefits from a strong team of active Indigenous and

racialized artists and professionals. The goal of this project is to design and prototype a mobile

app that will build connection and collaboration between artists, particularly those who reside

in rural, remote, and Indigenous communities.

While the CBA web platform was built to help artists get seen and hired, as well as build the

artistic BIPOC community, the mobile app is entirely about community connection and

collaboration.

OBJECTIVE

The project goal is to do the research and development for a proof of concept prototype mobile

app for CultureBrew.Art that will build connection and collaboration between BIPOC artists. The

objectives that mutually support the milestones and deliverables for this project are the

following:

- Conduct user research, user testing in conjunction with CultureBrew.Art, and analysis to

understand the users we are serving.

- Create a Minimal Viable Product (MVP) that showcases the feature of geolocation via a

mobile app.

- Create user-friendly and interactive prototypes

- Implement a prototype solution for final delivery to simulate key tasks users will perform

on the application.

DESIGN PROCESS

Mobile application design cannot be done in one step. That’s the main reason that we worked

based on an iterative design process that moves from design to evaluation, to redesign and

re-evaluation, back to redesign again, and so on. Transforming and understanding users into
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products that meet their professional, personal, and emotional needs requires this iterative

design process.

Design Process Diagram

[Design Process Diagram. Credit: UNITeam]

We started learning about our users in the empathy stage during the first weeks and

understanding their perspectives. This process enabled us to represent the audience's insight

when making decisions. Then, we re-identified the problem statement to translate our

understanding into ideas that can benefit or hurt our audience. The importance of conducting

research results in our design was invaluable for our project—research on our constraints, the

users' pain points, inclusive design solutions, security concerns etc.

We wanted to design an inclusive platform and culture sector that more authentically reflects

Canada by promoting BIPOC artists. So, we should stick to some methods that are tried and

tested for some sections, including security concerns or the sign-up process, rather than

something new and innovative.

During our primary research, we analyzed CBA database analysis on their website, conducted

several interviews with non-CBA BIPOC artists, and analyzed other platforms with similar
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functions and features such as apps for job search or dating apps with geolocation features and

messaging through social media apps.

The team gathered and applied all the research results to create user personas and ideate MVP

features. There were several iterations on the prototype as we added more features and

sections, all based on our continuous research on design and development, user reflections

from our user tests, and our client’s feedback and requests.

At the same time, we applied changes to our front-end development. We analyzed, tested for

validation, and repeated the process until we used the final actionable changes on our

prototype and achieved our final high-fidelity prototype.

TOOLS

We used several tools and platforms to facilitate the project progress and team communication

as we worked remotely.

Trello for agile board and task tracking.

Miro for brainstorming, ideation, and weekly progress.

Google Drive / CDM SharePoint - SharePoint for file storing.

Zoom for client, faculty, and Studio meetings.

Slack for general communication and in-Studio communication.

Discord for general communication and team meetings.

Figma for designing the prototyping for user testing.

Adobe Illustrator for creating art assets for onboarding pages.

React Native for front-end development.
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DELIVERABLES

The following deliverables are handed off as part of the successful completion of the project.

● Working prototype covering the MVP developed on Figma and source code for the

front-end platform.

● Final documentation for the project.

○ Design Documentation: research, ideation, analytics, user testing, full

description of the prototype, and additional information for future

development.

○ Technical Documentation

● Blog documenting the progress of the project.

● Media assets pertaining to the project.

○ Including: Miro board with project progress, video meeting recordings, and final

video presentation.

TARGET USERS

The target audience or users for the CultureBrew.Art mobile app can be divided into two major

categories: current CultureBrew.Art users who are members on the website and are familiar

with the digital initiative; and BIPOC or racialized artists located in Canada that have not yet

heard of CBA but could become future members by joining the platform through the mobile

app.
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RESEARCH

By the beginning of the research phase, we should have a thorough understanding of user

requirements and constraints. CultureBrew.Art website platform and its users’ insights were a

great primary resource for us to identify the existing users, create more accurate personas,

understand their pain points, and recognize our opportunities to design the mobile application.

These days many businesses prefer to launch mobile app versions of their products for several

reasons. For our particular platform we started our research by understanding the main reasons

for our design to better follow our goals during the design process.

CultureBrew.Art is primarily created as a community of practice, specifically as a platform for

artists, creators, and performers who are either black, indigenous or people of colour, to

connect, find each other, and build communities across Canada.

We identified the needs and reasons to use mobile channels as a separate platform to serve our

users better. These reasons including:

Ease of Access

Based on Consumer Technology Association (CTA) reports, 86 percent of Canadians own a

smartphone. In order to encourage more BIPOC artists to connect with one another, located in

any neighbourhood including suburb areas, having a mobile application is our best choice, as it

is going to increase the level of accessibility.

Shareability

It is easier for users to share the content with their peers through a mobile app, to increase the

number of connections and to network across BIPOC artists. Also, it is an opportunity for our

product itself to be seen by more users, giving us a higher chance to monetize our platform. In

other words, our users become our platform advocates.
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Involvement

The mobile app is a great medium to increase conversations, connection, and networking as

users spend more time on their mobile phones, especially on apps. This app undoubtedly aims

to push BIPOC artists to engage, share their works, and connect with more and more

like-minded artists around them.

Communication and Managing

Several critical points on mobile app design, such as having prompt actions and messages or

notifications, make it a lot easier to interact with users and help them go through different

features and situations. Moreover, handling any challenging interaction such as offensive

comments and content is more accessible with this design solution.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Our studies on designing this mobile app mainly centre around recognizing the

community-building process, including messaging, sharing the artists work and seeking

professional opportunities.

Based on the database analysis on the CBA website, Showcasing of AoC talents, increased

access to AoC communities, encouraging open-mindedness, promoting generosity, kindness and

respect improved among active users (almost 190 active artists on the platform). However, now

CBA aims to attract and involve more BIPOC artists through the app across Canada by making

the platform more approachable.

KNOWN CONSTRAINTS

We recognized as many of the constraints as possible to understand our limits and develop

design solutions.
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Technical Constraints Business Constraints Design Constraints

Maintainability

After development of the app,

some of the main areas for

maintenance are: technology

updates (updating the app’s

technology to the latest version

and removing/refactoring

depreciated code), moderation

staff to take actions on user

reporting and making sure

everything on the platform

abides by the laws. Please Refer

to the technical documentation

for further details.

Resources

CBA needs to work with a new

team to maintain the system,

including designers,

programmers, and a technical

administrator. So, from our side,

we included as many

instructions as possible in the

design assets guide and

development to ease future

developments.

Inclusive Design

This platform relies on a team of

active indigenous, racialized

artists, artists from the LGBTQ+

community and artists with

disabilities. So, to reflect an

inclusive design approach, we

needed to come up with a

flexible and adaptive platform to

be more user-friendly.

Safety

User authentication and

verification of users when first

signing in to the web platform.

Sharing the user's portfolio

openly with every user.

Funding

In addition, as CBA is a

non-profit society, we aimed to

design a high-fidelity prototype

to increase the chance of

attracting more funding for the

mobile application platform.

Colour & Accessibility

As an example, from the UI side,

we considered applying a colour

palette for our design to be

more recognizable by artists

with red-green, blue-yellow, and

monochromatic colour

deficiency.

Integration of Other Platforms

with the Website

It is required to create a

synchronized database with all

user and business data. This

backend will hold all the data

and serve only the required data

using asynchronous callbacks

made by the API of the

respective platform. This will

allow streamlining of all data

points of interaction and also

the user authentication process.

Membership Payment Process

Until this point credit card

payment has been used as a

method of verifying the identity

of new users, but this step

increases the amount of friction

in the profile set up stage for

people who do not own one or

are reluctant to handover their

personal information. This

process needs to be streamlined

or an alternative method of

payment should be offered.

Simple Colour Palette

Moreover, we applied simple

colour combinations, including

two primary colours, as it’s

easier for the human eye to

follow the content in this way.
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Database Requirements

(avoiding redundancy)

Based on the functional

requirements, a global database

needs to be created from

scratch or with an altered

structure for the existing

database to make sure it serves

all necessary files for all

platforms. Please refer to the

Firebase section for constructing

a real-time database for React

Native.

Skillset Requirements to

Manage App

Would need:

React Native Developer

Android Native Developer

IOS Native Developer

Software Engineer: BackEnd

Customer Representative Staff

System Moderators

Front End Developer:

React/Native

Server Maintenance

Legal Team

Colour Contrast

We also considered the proper

colour contrast between text

and background because of its

effect on users’ perception of

the information.

Small User Base

The size of the user base will

ultimately determine how

useful the various in-app

features will be. The smaller the

number of users, the fewer

opportunities there will be to

find other artists, opportunities

that may be the user base, the

smaller the number of artists.

Limited Knowledge of CBA’s

Mobile App Growth Plans

The development, growth and

expansion of the app is

dependent on what is

manageable at present and the

size of potential funding. It is

difficult to make

recommendations based on

KPIs, and the size of the target

user base.

Inclusive Language and

Identifiers

To design for gender diversity

and inclusion, we tested our

choices and researched to come

up with the best alternatives for

pronouns, instructions, and

different features’ names.

The importance of

self-identifying was made very

clear when dealing with this

subject matter.

Budget

Considering limited budget was

a constraint that turned into an

opportunity to apply our

creativity to include different

functions in an insightful course

of action. Still, some features,

including group chats and

organizing events, etc., are

included in our future plans for

further developments.
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RESEARCH TIMELINE

[Research Timeline. Credit: UNITeam]

PRIMARY RESEARCH

Ignorance about real users of the product and their baseline needs are one of the main reasons

for any product failure. On that account, to better understand the social and professional life of

BIPOC & LGBTQ+ artists in performing and media arts, we set some interviews with non-CBA

member artists in the field. Some of the key findings from the interviews including:

· Challenges around protecting works once they have posted on social media

and other platforms

· Common use of online platforms (sites) to find paying work

· Importance of showcase showreel on professional platforms

· Constant need to get more industry connections

· Safety tutorials/tips on digital platforms

· Block/report features to reduce abusive behaviours

· Agreement on geolocation feature advantages to allowing artists to find

opportunities and other artists around them
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Key Insights

We also collected some insights from CBA user test results from their active users to take those

into consideration. These are overall feedback around functionality and some features that they

thought it’s good to have on the platform or found interesting to keep.

Some of the key findings including:

·      Artist search feature request on the search bar

·      Artist profile feature requests

·      Connect to other platforms

·      Organizational partnerships

·      Preview of received messages in their email notifications

·      Adding voice note abilities to the message feature

·      Creating a voice chat room feature

·      Privacy issues, sharing information with engagers and other users

·      Stay connected with other professionals during the Covid-19 pandemic

·      Would like always to be able to choose how to be identified

·      Channels to promote opportunities and info to other BIPOC artists outside

the community
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USER PERSONA #1
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USER PERSONA #2
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USER JOURNEY MAP

According to the debrief meeting with our clients, we knew about their expectations.

Meanwhile, we conducted contextual inquiry within the team to recognize the current user

journey of how users interact with the CultureBrew.Art website. Based on that, we combined

the vision of the future mobile application, created a user journey map for first-time website

registration and app use based on our assumptions. Moreover, we conceived an artist persona

called Cheryl and built a “real” user case scenario to better understand the user’s experience

and behaviour while using our product.

We created two versions of the user journey map.

One is the expected mobile app journey:

[Expected Journey. Credit: UNITeam]

[For this version,  the mobile app is just an extension from the website, it only includes

geolocation searching & messaging feature,  Cheryl needs to redirect and re-login to the

website to finish the onboarding process. The graph in the journey map shows the friction

caused by each step, the higher the friction the higher chance we lose our user.]
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From the expected one, we found where the friction is and what are the potential risks during

the journey. To improve that, we built our proposed mobile app journey:

[Proposed Journey. Credit: UNITeam]

[For this version,  the mobile app is a stand-alone platform. It includes all the features the user

needs. Cheryl is not redirected to the website, which shortens the onboarding process and

flattens the friction graph, giving users a smoother experience.]
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USER FLOW MAP

After we learned the user experience better through the user journey map, we can now further

analyze the user's behaviour and how they interact with the system and flow. What will

influence their decision to use our product?

We introduced the Transtheoretical Model ( TTM Model, also called the Stages of Change

Model). Simply put, before users decide to use our app, they will move through 5 stages:

Pre-contemplation, Contemplation, Preparation, Action, Maintenance. Each stage could be a

reversal, and the whole is a cyclical process. Different intervention strategies would influence

moving the person to the next stage and the subsequent maintenance, the ideal stage of

behaviour.

[TTM Model. Credit: Adapted by UNITeam]
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The expected user flow, incorporated with TTM, was created to visualize which part of the flow

blocks the user to move to the next stage:

[Expected User Flow. Credit: UNITeam]

We can find that at stage 3, while people are ready to take small steps toward the action stage,

they see they need to either pay the membership fee or fill in the exemption form right after

signing up for an account. That is unaffordable for users before they really know our product, so

there is a high rate of them giving up, pushing them back to stage 2: contemplation. That is why

the current website has so many limbo users, meaning they’ve signed up but haven't published

their profile. As well as putting too many steps at stage 4, each step will increase the rate of stop

users reaching the maintenance stage. The redirect and re-login will cause frustrations for users.
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Based on the pain points we found at each stage, we mapped out a proposed user flow to pave

a way to the maintenance stage for users:

[Proposed User Flow. Credit: UNITeam]

● As a stand-alone app, users only need to download the app and log in once.

● Reduce friction by removing membership fee at this onboarding stage.

● Can sign up and set up/publish profile within the app directly, no redirect to the website,

no jump out of the flow.
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DOMAIN RESEARCH

Competitive Analysis

[SWOT Table. Credit: UNITeam]
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Competitor Research

Soul - Chat Meet Explore Friends

Soul is a social app based on emotional, even spiritual connections.

What they do:

-A safe platform to share everything without judgment.

-A hospitable place to meet people from different backgrounds.

-Reliable AI tech helps you make real friends.

-100% FREE instant chat with someone meant to meet.

Lex - Queer Friends & Dating

Lex is the free text-centered social and dating app by and for lesbian,

bisexual, queer women, trans & nonbinary folks to make lasting connections.

What they do:

- Filter posts and missed connections by location, age, and keyword

- Chat with queers in your neighborhood or around the world

- Build your profile: choose a username, add your pronouns, write a bio

27



Safety Design Research

GeoSure

Empower communities and
residents with the tools to take
control of their own well-being,
while building trust.

Tinder - Dating & New Friends
Report feature and provide dating
safety tips: link here

28
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PRODUCT PLAN

DEFINING & PRIORITIZING FEATURES

Noting the user research insights and client’s goals, we looked back at ideas generated during

brainstorming and determined which ones could be further developed by utilizing a bulls-eye

diagram for feature prioritization.

[Bulls-eye Feature Prioritization. Credit: UNITeam]
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KEY FEATURES - MVP

After prioritizing the features according to the needs of the users, the team came up with the

following key features that were developed as MVP or Minimum Viable Product features for the

proof of concept prototype.

Geolocation - Users will be able to find each other through the geolocation feature. This

feature will show the user’s distance from other users without revealing their exact location for

safety and privacy purposes. Users will also be able to find Opportunity Listings near their

proximity or across Canada that fit their artistic discipline and interests. Opportunities can be

filtered across the country and across disciplines.

Message and Connect - Users will be able to connect to each other by sending a “Message”

request on the artist’s profile. Once this message is received by the other user, they can

continue to communicate with each other and collaborate if desired.

Accessibility concerns, such as enabling voice messages translated into text or enabling

dictation, will be considered for future phases.

Opportunity Listings - Users will have access to Opportunity Listings where they can find

categories such as: Awards and Funding opportunities, Call for Artists, Job Positions,

Professional Development, and Other. The user will have the option to filter opportunities

according to the filters currently available on the CBA website and the user's approximate

chosen location.
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PRODUCT STRUCTURE

[Product Structure Map. Credit: UNITeam] * Not implemented: not included in the MVP, the layout is the same as

some of the existing mock-ups, and can be created directly while developing the app by coding. View the map here.
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PROJECT ROADMAP

[Project Roadmap. Credit: UNITeam]
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DESIGN

STYLE GUIDE

Colour Palette
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Typography
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Gird Systems and Design Layout
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Main components
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Iconography
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Hi-Fi MockUps

.   Sign-in Screens

.   Continue as Guest Screen Samples
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.   Home Screens
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.   Portfolio Screen and My Hub

.   Search Artists (Geolocation)
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.   Opportunity Listings
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.   Messaging
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.  Block and Report

[All Hi-Fi Mock-Up Screens. Credit: UNITeam]

Access the Figma Prototype here: Link
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USER TESTING

In our efforts to accumulate and analyse qualitative data from users, usability testing carried out

between July 14th and 26th. A total of 14 testers volunteered to give feedback on the

interactive working prototype developed in Figma. The test pool consisted of 6 students and 2

staff members from the Centre of Digital Media’s cohort 15 and 4 CBA staff members. While not

all testers identified as BIPOC or belonging to a specific artistic discipline, the focus of these

sessions was:

- Test one of the three app entry flows (‘sign up’, ‘log in’ and ‘continue as guest’)

that lead users through the main features of the app, (searching for artists,

connecting, messaging and searching for opportunities, as well as supporting

functionalities like saving, sharing of opportunities and reporting a suspicious

opportunities posts, intolerable users and blocking them)

- Highlighting user interface and user experience issues

Pinpointing trouble spots where users either feel stuck, trapped, confused or the

language used in prompts or calls to action is not clear. Users also helped us

identify places where a lack of recognition of icons and placement of specific

elements on screens also caused problems, preventing users from quickly and

confidently completing tasks or navigating the interface

- Although the interactive Figma app is a precursor to the fully responsive React

Native build, users’ feedback also helped identify bugs and glitches and refine

interactions  which needed to be addressed to guide the app build process
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USER TEST PROCESS

Due to social distancing protocols enforced by institutions to minimize the spread of the

on-going pandemic, live tests were conducted via Zoom video conferencing. Having booked a

date and time slot via a Calendly link sent via direct communication with handpicked and

volunteer testers (either Discord direct message or email). Only one onsite test session took

place with tester no. 10, however this too was recorded for future reference.

UNITeam’s user tests comprised three stages:

[User Test Stages.. Credit: UNITeam]

1. Welcome and Screening questions

These helped to set the context of the feedback to follow. Although we were looking for

feedback about usability, getting a sense of the users’ own online habits, familiarity with

digital technology and how it fits in their day to day life was useful in contextualizing the

data.

Because of the nature of the test, such identifying information as age, gender, income,

devices and other demographic filters were excluded. However, testers were required to

confirm that they are current residents of Canada.

We also wanted the user test to feel like a conversation rather than a Q&A session, so

getting to know testers, making them feel at ease from the beginning of the test was
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important. It was agreed that the best way to achieve that was to get them to talk about

themselves and reassure them that our intention was not to test them, but to test the

prototype.

2. Task-specific in-test questioning

A twelve question survey was drafted in Microsoft Forms. The initial platform was

SurveyMonkey, however, there were some concerns over tester security and privacy.

The survey served as a guide for test facilitators to lead testers through a series of tasks,

starting from the app entry point to through to searching for artists, connecting with

them, sending a message, searching for opportunities, filtering the opportunities,

viewing opportunity posts, saving or sharing opportunity posts, reporting or blocking

suspicious or fake posts.

While the test was quite thorough, further testing is needed at the beta testing phase

where the React Native build is  functional. Further usability testing and heuristic

assessment will be needed after the proof-of-concept has been handed over, as well as

reliability, performance and supportability which will help designers and developers

further assess the build’s configuration and integration with CBA’s management,

maintenance and feedback systems.

3. Post-test questions

This section of the session involved asking testers about their suggestions,

recommendations and questions about the prototype and the systems with which they

will be integrated. A lot of qualitative data was collected which was useful in helping the

development team check biases and blindspots, address bugs and other issues that had

not previously been accounted for.
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OVERVIEW TABLE

Date Test Objectives Focus Participants

July 14th Entire App Prototype

Walkthrough

Training session for user

tests with active CBA

users

CBA Staff Member

July

15th-21st

Entire App Prototype

Walkthrough

Usability Students and Staff

from The Centre for

Digital Media (CDM)

July 21st Entire App Prototype

Walkthrough

Brand compliance

awareness session

CBA Staff Member

July

22nd-26th

Entire Prototype

Walkthrough

Website / systems

compatibility and

alignment

CBA Staff Member
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Chart Outline - Specific To User Experience

Task Observations and Impact on the Prototype

Enter the app from one of the 3

available app entry points:

● Join Us (create new account)

● Log In

● Continue as a Guest

● Most testers chose to ‘Continue as a guest’

● ‘Continue as guest’ entry point be should

be retained in the proof of concept

Sign up (Create an account)

● Enter identifying information

● Prepare a portfolio (upload

multimedia file)

● Choose whom you want your

portfolio

● Review your information

● Publish your profile

● The majority of testers opted to that their

portfolio be visible to ‘everyone’ (guests

and users)

● Visibility of identifying information should

default to “only me”

● Make the pre-publishing preview step

more obvious so users can review their

information first

Search for artists around your location

using one of three methods on the

home screen:

- Orange icon on the map

- Artist near me section (with

images)

- Artist search on navigation bar

● The majority of testers chose ‘artists near

me.’ However, the three search options will

be retained for proof-of-concept.

● Heuristic evaluation is needed and further

testing to reduce redundancy

Filter artist search results

using the following filtering criteria:

● Location and distance

● At CBA’s request, unless otherwise selected

by the user, the visibility of gender and
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● Artistic Disciplines

● Gender

● Ethnicity

ethnicity should further testing is needed

Connect with an artist ● The majority of testers commented that

connecting with (or friending) other users

before allowing communication gave them

control

● As per CBA’s instruction, the ‘connect’

feature has been removed

Message an artist ● Most testers commented that they would

like to have control over who is able to

send messages to them

● As per CBA’s instruction, all users are now

able to message each other without first

sending a connection request

Searching for and filter opportunities

using the following filtering criteria:

● Location and distance

● Opportunity types

● Artistic disciplines

● Keywords

● 50% of testers chose to customize their for

opportunity search by using ‘opportunity

type’ and

● 25% used ‘location and distance’

● As per CBA’s instruction, the visibility of all

opportunities should be set to

‘Canada-wide’ so that all users can view

opportunities from anywhere in the

country
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Share Opportunities using available

options

● As an in-app message

● Via ‘more options’: other

platforms and social media

● Or both

● 38% chose to share opportunities as in-app

messages to other users

● 27% chose to share opportunities va other

external platforms, including social media

● 23% chose both

● This means that the app will need to

compatible with external platforms on

release of the build

● Further usability testing is needed for

integration with external platforms

Save Opportunities ● All users correctly saved opportunities

using the ‘save’ button or the bookmark.

● Users commented that they would like to

get a warning when a saved opportunity

deadline approaches and/or an indicator

that it has expired

● As per CBA’s instruction, saved

opportunities should disappear to avoid

clutter

● Users where also not able to find their

saved opportunities in the personal hub,

therefore, the opportunities space was

redesigned
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FEEDBACK AND RESULTS

These results are specific to usability and applied as actionable changes:

User Test Category Actionable Steps

Urgent Attention Needed of the Following:

Visibility Setting Options Actionable change: Make visibility options clearer

for the user

Visibility Options UI Actionable change: Change placement of visibility

button

Gender Categories Accuracy Gender category will be sorted alphabetically and

according to the CBA website

Ethnicity Categories Accuracy Ethnicity category will be sorted alphabetically and

according to the CBA web

Sign-up UX Change "Save" button to "Next" and add a Save

button at the very end

UI visibility Change "Confirm" button on the option to add

more terminology

My Hub Have access to the Personal Hub on every section

and renaming it to My Hub.

Messaging Change section to "Messages" instead of

"Notifications"

Opportunities Listing Should we add the Saved Opportunities section on

the Opportunities tab?
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Positive Feedback From User Test Sessions

Search artist (Set filters) “Filter-based search for opportunities sounds useful’

“Setting filters is easy for her to navigate”

Using numbers on orange boxes on

the map

“"view all" or the orange circles with number of artists

on the map, both interesting choices for her to find

other artists”

Opportunity board (Save/share

bookmark)

“(I like) the ability to share opportunities on via other

media because some people may not be on the app

yet”

Opportunity board (Map) “Great to have map show the location”

Horizontal Scroll Filter “I really like that the filter actually shows up on the top

of list”

“The cut-off tab makes it obvious that there is more off

the screen”

Compensation info “It's good that we have compensation at the top of the

opportunity post - for struggling artists… so that its not

a surprise after you have already applied’
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FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

For further stages of development of the mobile app, we recommend these future

considerations:

The features below have not yet or not fully been integrated into the proof of concept, however

ideation, interviews with BIPOC artists and recommendations from user test participants have

deemed it necessary for us to share the features and functionality listed below as

considerations for the next design and development team to integrate into the app build at

various stages of its development, release and post launch, based on user needs and the CBA’s

budget.

Features

● User orientation

● Customization

● Group chat

● Group connection (in-app private groups)

Functionality

● Offline access and functionality

● Integration with external messaging platform

● Language switching for user expansion across Canada

● Text to voice translation of in-app messages

● Screen Capture disabling feature to protect user portfolio content

● Rating and reviewing of other user profiles
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TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION

GENERAL INFORMATION

Purpose

The purpose of this document is to provide information sufficient to allow the development,

maintenance, hosting, and use of a Mobile Application based on the design document. This

document enlists technical and functional requirements to suffice the design needs and

provides additional information about the responsibilities needed to support such a mobile

application. The document also includes a cost estimate for developing and maintaining this

type of Mobile Application for multiple platforms.

Scope

This Functional and Technical Requirements Document outlines the functional, performance,

security and other system requirements identified by the UNITeam as the proposed

cross-platform development solution for the said purpose. The Mobile Application will:

● Use authentication services allowing existing CBA members/users and prospective users

to create a new account, log in to an existing account and publish or unpublish their

account on the mobile platform.

● Allow to View/Edit their user profile.

● Search Artist and Opportunities using geolocation and applying filters.

● Make their user profile visible/invisible to others.

● Allow submission of user data for promoting their work on the platform.

● Instant textual messaging within all published members.

● Push notification for account activity update to the user.

● Provide access to a help/FAQ section.

● Allow users to submit feedback using forms.

● Provide access to settings to alter account settings and information.
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The scope of this work includes the initial development of a proof of concept, based on

information and feedback gathered during the entire project timeline. Any information

pertaining to future development is enlisted in this document for information/reference

requirements only. The information used includes third party plugins/assets/frameworks which

are subject to change.

CURRENT SYSTEM SUMMARY

The existing system powered by Drupal Framework is a web application that supports and

facilitates the existing CBA users. The web application currently holds certain features and

functionality to allow existing and published users to facilitate community building and

engagement which are listed below:

● User Authentication (Credential Check)

● Publish/Unpublish Profile (Profile Visibility to other users)

● View/Edit Profile

● Post Opportunity (A web page to post new opportunities for users)

● My Portfolio (A web page to showcase talents and accomplishments)

● Search Artists

● Find Opportunities

● Promote Your Work

● Messaging

● Email Notification (New message/ Updates to profile or opportunities)

● Send feedback

● Help centre (FAQ page)

● Membership (A web page to display and alter information on member’s accounts)
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The mobile application design requires additional functionalities to be incorporated to support

the design requirements and this document will provide information about that.

SUMMARY OF FUNCTIONS

As per the design document this section will hold information on iterated functional

requirements to support the existing and extended features for the CBA Mobile App.

Product Functions:

● Users can Register/Log-In to access their profile and perform actions on the app.

● Users can view all the opportunities available around them.

● Users can view all other artists around them.

● Users shall be able to use refined search/filter to search relevant artists/opportunities.

● Users can view/alter their account details on the app.

● Users would be able to send/receive messages.

● Users would be able to submit their work for promotion.

● Users can publish a link to their external work/profile on their CBA profile.

● Users would be able to save an opportunity to view it later.

● Users would be able to share an opportunity with other CBA users via messages.

● Users can share an opportunity with any external app using deep links.

Functional Requirements

● User Authentication

● Session Management

● Artist/Opportunities Filter

● Artist/Opportunities Listing

● Location Filter

● User Registration

● Administrative Functions
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● Data Persistency

● External API

● Certification Requirement

● Regulatory Requirement

USER INTERFACE

DEVELOPMENT PLAN

This Development plan is a reference to realise the mobile application through development.

The plans suggest a pipeline suitable at the time of this document generation. A survey of

updated requirements is recommended.

Before actual development can start three aspects need to be addressed:

1. Planning a System Architecture: In this stage, decisions need to be made on how the

system will operate and what level of data will be stored and their usage permissions

and authorization need to be drafted.

Deciding the Architecture between IaaS vs PaaS vs SaaS depending on the functional

requirement is needed at this point.

At this stage data realization models also need to be prepared where data points, relay

points with fault tolerance and database technology are also planned.
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[ImageSource: RedHat - IaaS vs PaaS vs SaaS]

2. Tech Stack Selection: At this stage, based on the system architecture a technology stack

is decided to best support the system and design. For app development, multiple

technology stacks are yielding different types of apps. This document will focus on

producing native apps or cross-platform tech stacks for producing native apps. At this

point database type is also decided.

3. Milestone Generation: After deciding the technology stack, the milestones and

expected first draft timeline needs to be created. After each milestone is achieved the

module/system is sent to the testing team for validation.
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Iterative And Incremental Development

[ImageSource: Iterative and incremental development - Wikipedia]

The iterative development follows a module-based development where every iteration of

multiple modules is realised and sent to testing for evaluation and deployed as a rolling update

to the main codebase.

Front End Development

The first stage of development is the front-end application development. Front end application

development encompasses everything a user can view in the application. In most cases, the

Interactive User Interfaces are linked to the backend to provide meaningful information using

API calls and backend queries. The front end also handles local data storage for data persistence

while offline.
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Back End Development

While the front end interfaces are being created, the backend development team works on

creating the server-side logic to return computed/filtered data to the client app whenever

requested using the API calls. It includes all the logic required to curate the database, migrate it

and also integrate third-party API.

Integration & MVP Development

After a particular module/system’s frontend and backend are developed. All the necessary

connections from the backend should be made to all interactable components in the front end

to perform relevant actions when interacted with. At this stage, integration of the front end and

back end is done and an MVP is developed for that specific system or module. This newly

created system or module is checked for obvious errors and sent to the testing team to validate

the module.

Testing & Debugging

Since the module/system is sent for testing. It is tested by a pre-decided group of either

internal, external or both types of users. All the identified bugs or anomalies are reported and

sent to the technical team to review them and iterate on them in the next sprint if required. If

no new bug is reported it moves to the polishing stage.

Polishing

At this time only visual enhancements are made to make sure the design matches perfectly with

the user interface of the app and everything is consistent. After the final touches are made the

module is sent to publishing.

Iterative Increment

The iterative increment is the phase when a new module is to be started or there are bugs

identified in the module. Here the next iteration for another module or system integration is

planned while also adding the existing bug fix and backlog to the project plan.
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APP LAUNCH PLAN

This section holds information regarding registration and publishing apps for everyone on the

platform-specific application stores. Every app that is to be launched and published on the app

stores needs to go through a certain process. The best method to make sure the launch of an

app is smooth is by extensive testing, fault tolerance tests and server load capacity testing

before launching to ensure that the application and the supporting infrastructure can support

the user base (traffic).

Testing Application

Before launching, the mobile application needs to be thoroughly tested on as many devices as

possible to make sure the layout, design and information are consistent throughout all devices.

There are multiple ways to test out apps on devices. The first being the physical device test,

here an actual device is used to test the app. However, it is difficult to procure a plethora of

physical devices. At this stage, we can turn our focus to virtual devices (emulators). Emulators

provide a virtual device where we can test out our app. This is a very convenient method to test

out multiple devices at once without any major costs. Moreover, there are a few external

service providers who provide subscriptions to cloud emulators to test out your application to

almost all major devices. A few mentionable service providers for that are: Apphance,

TheBetaFamily.

Capacity & Load Testing

Capacity and load testing are some of the most crucial tests to be performed before launching

the application. These tests would provide maximum supported concurrent users by the

backend. Performing surveys and monitoring existing platforms for daily traffic, an educated

guess could get the approximate/rough figure of actual maximum concurrent users. Once that

number is identified the system should be tested to support the double of the max identified

concurrent user. This stage will make sure there are no capacity obstacles.
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There are a few services to test the capacity of existing systems. These services send traffic onto

selected servers to test out the backend while simulating maximum concurrent users. Some of

the service providers for this are Apica, Soasta, Sentry and Blazemeter.

Beta Testing

This stage will be the final step of quality assurance. After all the previous quality checks are

passed the app is ready to be beta tested by a few groups of users. This final check could be

performed by internal testers or external testers. There are also a few companies that provide

beta testing, like UberTester and TestFlight. This stage is the final check the application will go

through before it is ready to be published. Therefore having a large user testing is better to

identify any residue bug before it is published.

Hard Launch vs Soft Launch

Once the app is a success in beta testing, it is ready to be published. It is crucial at this point to

think about the launch style. The standard hard launch is preferred by most app developers

where the app gets store approval and it goes live. While on the contrary, soft launches are

location specific and can be targeted demographics. While hard launches are straightforward,

soft launches act as natural testing where an app deployed in a concentrated area can yield out

any major bugs or crash reports earlier before making it available to the rest of the world.

Since the CBA App uses a geolocation feature, a soft launch would be more preferable as

moderation based on user location requires very precise computation and monitoring. If the

application is running successfully without any incidents it can be deployed into more locations

as a rolling update.
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Understanding the Application Stores’ Policies & Launching

[ImageSource: Google]

With always updating technologies and operating systems in both IOS and Android platforms

the application stores, AppStore and GooglePlay respectively keep updating their terms and

services and policies.

For an app to be published and stay actively published it needs to constantly adhere to all the

rules and policies set up by the store. Therefore, making it important to understand the

marketplace’s norms.

There are official guides provided by Apple Store and Google Play store which provide up to

date information about publishing and launching the app on their platform.

Google Play: https://developer.android.com/studio/publish/

App Store: https://developer.apple.com/app-store/submitting/
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Promote/Market the Application

Now, after publishing the app it is time to work on promoting and marketing the app. The

marketing guide section will detail steps to increase the user base, user engagement and

generate more traffic.

DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE

Nowadays with the widespread technological advancements, a plethora of ways have been

identified to create a mobile app. This section will hold information about realising the design

specifications using the React Native Framework of JavaScript Technology.

React Native is a Cross-Platform Mobile Application Development Framework designed by

engineers on Facebook. It is one of the most prominent and constantly updating frameworks for

developing apps.

React Native is a relatively new technology that revolutionized the way mobile applications

were made. There are a few unique aspects why react native is the choice for development

here.

● Declarative UI (State based Re-rendering)

● Faster Iterations (Hot Reloading)

● Usability of Existing JavaScript Logic (A Web-Application from React can be migrated to

React Native with ease)

● Extensive resources and communities (Since JavaScript is a renowned language used in

plethora of domains, it’s developers can easily transition to work with React Native thus

providing more availability of developers)

● Cross Platform (It holds the same code base for all platforms, eliminating the need of

developing apps separately for multiple platforms)

That being said, it also has some drawbacks which the below list will describe:
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● Since it is a cross-platform technology, it doesn’t support all the native functionalities of

either Android/IOS native apps.

● Monthly iterations: It’s a community-driven framework and they are constantly adding

functionality and new updates which might render some of the existing code base

obsolete if migrated; in turn increasing the development time.

● It has a steep learning curve for non-javascript developers. Especially for the Native

Developers, the pipeline and methodology are quite different and hence it could serve

as a blocker.

● It is also important to note that if you already have an application for a singular platform.

React native might not be the best choice, since most of the deployment using React

Native would be just for one platform; completely taking away the motive of that

framework.

Creating the Dev. Team

Although React Native is eye candy for web developers already working in JavaScript. However,

with a steep learning curve about React Native which has prerequisites of React, through an

understanding of Android and IOS operating systems and their workings. In this scenario, the

first team member should be someone with a background and fundamental understanding of

all native aspects.

We’ll require platform-specific developers, one for android, one for ios. If the budget constraints

allow only one developer you can choose to be an android specialist as android has multiple

versions and custom operating systems which can be a huge task if not addressed properly. On

the other hand, React Native works very well with Apple’s IOS since it is not really fragmented

and distributed as an open-source, it becomes easier to manage.
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Team Expansion

After hiring the development lead for react native, it would be ideal to hire at least two

developers who are coming from a react background and they need to be able to work with

react native.

[Team Expansion. Credit: UNITeam]

Next, we would be focusing on the designing aspect. We require a designer who understands

mobile applications and has previous experience with them. It would be highly valuable to have

a designer who can create screen size specific UX for the application. Here, they can also act as

a perfect liaison between the design document and technical team, where they can provide

insights or make necessary changes if required.

Development Guide

Our React Native Lead (The first developer hired) would be responsible to write documentation,

guides that are clear to follow for the other developers(react developers) to code a module in

the mobile app.

If there is existing web application code, we can leverage that at this point to create a separate

code base and make new modules for this mobile application from that. The guide documents
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from the lead developer should be sufficient for the other junior devs to complete a module.

Build errors and other exceptions should be handled by the lead developer.

Component Directory

React Native works with components by rendering or re-rendering them upon need. Hence, to

produce screens at a really fast pace, we would require a design/component system. This

system is responsible for setting up a design rule by which each component would be created

and how it could be reused at another place. The components could be almost everything

starting from, Avatars, SearchBar, Buttons, Icons, Slider etc.

This design system would be curated by both the developers and designer and this guide will

make sure that design and development are always on the same page and make sure the

efficiency is at maximum.

[ImageSource: Google]

Once we have a component directory it would be easy to update old pages since they would all

be referencing the same styling from the component directory. If this system would not be

developed it would be very difficult for the developers to keep track of the styling as they need

to create any design that designer created from scratch.
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Furthermore, there are a few component directories which we can incorporate into the project

for free and get a head start in designing some pages. One of the best component directories

for react native is the “React Native Elements” with great compatibility and minimal overhead.

Leveraging Universal Component

React Native has a set of universal components. Unlike custom components like

<MyCustomComponent>, where a developer is required to provide logic to that component.

Universal components are pre-made to work on both platforms directly.

Components in React Native are similar to the ones we use in react, however instead of

web-based components here we render react-native components.

It is important to know when to use them and when to avoid them. Since they provide great

compatibility with both android and ios platforms it is sometimes considered a time-saving deal.

However, it has platform-specific limitations. So, the usage of Universal components should be

decided before based on the requirements from those specific components.
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The Build Process

At the stages of “Integrating and MVP generation,” we would need to export a build that can

enable us to publish the app to a platform or just install the application to some end-users

phones directly for testing purposes. In any case, we need the build, the lead developer would

be the one who configures and creates the beta and production builds for the application. This

version, if intended for testing, should point to a non-linked or detached clone of the actual

database. It should also hold the latest version of the codebase to reflect the latest changes for

the users and testers to try.

In an iterative process, this could be a very time-consuming task and thus react-native makes it

simple to deploy the application automatically using multiple methods.

First and foremost, we can leverage third-party services like FastLane to take care of entire

application store publishing. Secondly, Github's webhooks could be leveraged to publish beta

versions on the platform automatically when a change is made to the master branch.

Production Debugging

There are basically two methods to solve any problems/bugs in real life or application.

1) Quick and Dirty

2) Complete and Permanent

Based on the hour of need we would be choosing one of these. The second option would

always be the preferred option if the time permits.

Since React Native is a JavaScript bundled language. The bug fixes can be made on the fly by just

pushing a new app bundle to the end-user. However, if we want to make sure we don’t have to

make changes on the fly, we can resort to services like Detox for React Native, which allows for

end to end testing and will yield almost every possible bug or error on the production which

could be fixed before publishing.
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Maintenance

Evolving technologies need extensive maintenance, as discussed in one of the major downsides

of the react-native framework is that the developers keep updating the technology to facilitate

new features and functionality. That can often result in the breaking of some module or logic.

Thus, it is of paramount importance to check and update the app rigorously to make sure it

always supports the latest technology and follows the application stores’ norms.

RESOURCES FOR REACT NATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Prerequisites for React Native [ A Web Dev BootCamp Course ] Link

What you need to know to start building mobile apps in React Native Link

React Native Tutorial for Beginners - Build a React Native App [2020] Link

Native vs Cross Platform Development Link

Official React Native Documentation Link

A Quick Start Guide for React Native [Make a Todo App] Link

Expo CLI Documentation Link

Detox for React Native Link

React Native Elements Link

Fast Lane Documentation Link
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PROOF OF CONCEPT USAGE INSTRUCTIONS

The current proof of concept made to realise the app’s look and feel by the front end

development during the project term is created in React Native’s Expo CLI. The app created is a

means to realise proof of concept and does not hold production code. It should be iterated, not

expanded directly. This section will provide additional information about the existing system,

modules and expansion guide.

System

The project build information:

Project Information

- System Technical Information

Technology React native

CLI Expo

Version ~41.0.1

- Console Command [cd to Root Directory]

Start App expo start

Start Server and run on Android expo start --android

Start Server and run on IOS expo start --ios

Start Server and run on Web expo start --web

Eject App expo eject
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- Existing Dependencies [Refer “package.json” file for latest revision]

@react-native-community/masked-view 0.1.10

@react-native-community/slider ^3.0.3

@react-navigation/bottom-tabs ^5.11.11

@react-navigation/material-bottom-tabs ^5.3.15

@react-navigation/material-top-tabs ^5.3.15

@react-navigation/native ^5.9.4

@react-navigation/stack ^5.14.5

expo ~41.0.1

expo-status-bar ~1.0.4

react 16.13.1

react-dom 16.13.1

react-native https://github.com/expo/react-native/arc

hive/sdk-41.0.0.tar.gz

react-native-elements ^3.4.2

react-native-gesture-handler ~1.10.2

react-native-paper ^4.9.2

react-native-reanimated ~2.1.0

react-native-safe-area-context 3.2.0
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react-native-screens ~3.0.0

react-native-tab-view ^2.16.0

react-native-vector-icons ^8.1.0

react-native-web ~0.13.12

styled-components ^5.3.0

@babel/core ^7.9.0

System Description

The existing system is a development project made in Expo CLI. The API documentation is

supplied in the resources section.

Please refer to the package.json file included inside the project to note the latest information

dependencies and version requirements for running the app successfully.

The current system holds a code base for the first tier screens from the design document to

produce a front end for proof of concept. Since it is just the front end, no functionality has been

added apart from navigation and interactions. The codebase is organized into a directory

structure to hold all kinds of files in an organized manner.

System Installation Guide

To install this expo and the prerequisites use the latest installation steps on this link or follow

the link below.

Link: https://docs.expo.dev/get-started/installation/#2-expo-go-app-for-ios-and
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The installation guide includes,

1. Expo CLI

a. Requirements

b. Recommended Tools

c. Installing Expo CLI

2. Expo Go app for iOS and Android

3. Additional Information

Running the Application

After installation the prerequisites follow the steps to setup app and start it in metro server,

Extract the project source file provided with the final deliverables using 7Zip or any unzipping

software of your choice.

1. Open command prompt on Windows or terminal on Mac, or any command line

interface.

2. Navigate the working directory to the root of the folder using the “cd” command.

3. Execute ”expo start” to start the metro server.

A Metro server page will open automatically in the default web-browser.

Physical Device using Expo Go App:

● Install the Expo Go App.

● Opening on a Physical Device

1. If using a IOS device

● Open Camera and scan the QR code on the metro server page.

● Touch on the Expo pop-up to load the app.

2. If using an Android device

● Open Expo Go App and select scan QR option.

● Scan the QR on the metro server page to load the app.
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Project Folder/File Structure

The folder structure of the project is set up in a way to maximize efficiency and easily organize

and retrieve files.

[File structure of a default Expo Project]       [Folder Structure CBA App project]

[ImageSource:ckmobile.medium.com]

.expo & .expo-shared: These default folders hold the configuration and settings files for expo.

They are the files required to make the app function, these folders and files are supplemented

when we first create the expo project (as seen in the above images).

assets: This folder is also created by default and is home to images/data to be used in the

project later.
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[Assets Folder]

node-modules: Node module folder holds all the packages files imported as dependencies. The

CBA app uses certain dependencies as mentioned in the “Project Information Section”. All the

existing dependencies house their files under this folder and these dependencies are also

mentioned in the package.json file to correctly include modules at time of bundling the project

files.

.git-ignore: The git ignore file has all the rules for the version control manager to ignore the files

not required to be included to the commit. Modules inside the node_modules folder are too

large to backup and should be included into the project using the “npm install” command. To

support this and similar use cases, git-ignore is added by default in every project. It can be

edited to fit the project requirements. However, The default file provides best support for most

projects.

App.js: App.js is the main file in the project, this is the file which will have all the source code or

atleast the entry node for the entire source code for the project. It is the file that needs to be

edited to create an app.
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[App.js File]

This file has a functional component called App which contains all the code to return jsx

components to render on the screen. This is also the starting point of the app. Please refer to

the “package.json" file in the project folder to see the latest starting point.

babel.config.json: This file holds the configuration/settings of the babel compiler for modern

JavaScript in this project.

package.json: “package.json” is used to track our different dependencies of the project and also

some scripts as well so just extra information about the project.
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There are a few custom created folders to organize code and files efficiently and make it easier

to retrieve the files. The details on such folders are provided below.

[Structure for Custom Folders in the Expo Project]

[Folder Structure in the Dev Project]
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src: Root folder of custom folders, this folder is located in the root directory of expo project.

components: Template files of custom components.

config: Custom files for project configuration like, primary/secondary color, font and references.

screens: Source code of all screen files. For example Home.js contains code to render the home

screen. This folder also contains a set of sub-folders that are named according to the routes

they use in the navigation folder. Example: Home folder will have home-stack screen files.

Navigation: Files with the navigation routes and stacks. These files are used to specify the stack

order of screens to be rendered. For example: Login Navigation stack file has references of,

login, register and continue as guest screens.

Data: The data folder is the place all kinds of local data is stored for the project to function as it

should. The files inside this folder fulfill the data requirement for the app. Since this project is in

the front end development stage, this folder has one file to have a local database for all data.

Later on in the project as the modules are developed more files should be added and data

should be segregated into multiple domains and files.

Functional Expansions

Proposed Development Flowchart

There are multiple ways the mobile app can route and handle user requests and navigation. This

section contains a proposal for the mobile app flow. It has been designed for the design

provided in this document. If at the time of development any functional requirements change

this flow needs to be altered or recreated.
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[Development Flowchart. Credit: UNITeam]

In the above flowchart the starting point is referred to the point when the mobile application is

launched. The app navigation is divided into stacks of screens and based on the conditional

requirements there are currently five stacks,

1) Home Screen Stack: Home Screen stack can also be called the App stack, it has the reference

to all the main screens in the app that are accessible to registered users. All the interactions and

functionalities are delivered to the users in the form of screens and buttons using this stack.
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[Home Tab Navigation Stack]
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2) OnBoarding Stack: This stack of screens holds first-time user screens which allow users to

understand the app features and request for special asynchronous permissions while giving

context as per play/app store regulations.

3) Guest User Stack: This stack holds a copy of HomeStack with limited functionality and

obscures sensitive details about other users. The users are prompted to log in/register to access

limited features. If the user is on this stack, click any link to register/log in. They would jump to

the login stack.

4) Login Stack: The login stack refers to the screens involved in the login flow. Example:

Credentials Input screen, Validation Screen, Forgot Credential Screen etc.

5) Edit Profile Stack: These are the screens that deal with viewing and altering users' portfolios,

profiles and information. They are extensively synced with global databases to make sure no

information or data is accepted that doesn’t abide by the CBA norms.

[Internal Sub-Navigation Stack: Notification Area]
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Home Screen Stack Extended: Home screen stack not only serves the frontier screens but also

provides a path to internal deeper routes and also the routes to be included in future

development. The above flow chart clearly explains all the functional routes(screens) the Home

Screen serves like Messaging/Connecting, Artist and Opportunities Lookup, Profile update and

promotions. This section will extend to facilitate any future functionalities to be added, for

Example, Spatial Chat Rooms or 3D user artwork previews.

React Native & Firebase :: Backend

Any app without a backend linked to serving data will tend to have limited or minimalistic

functionalities. Here the design document incorporates features that make it mandatory to

incorporate a real-time database. There are multiple options to choose from when choosing a

real-time database. This document will provide information on one such service called

“Firebase” and its integration into our application. It will also hold information about multiple

use cases with respect to the design document.

React Native Firebase is the officially recommended collection of packages that brings React

Native support for all Firebase services on both Android and iOS apps.

To install Firebase, follow the latest official guide using the links below or in the references

section for successful execution:

React Native Firebase Prerequisites https://rnfirebase.io/#prerequisites

React Native Firebase Install Guide https://rnfirebase.io/#installation

The above link should suffice for a successful installation of Firebase into the project. Make sure

to generate a separate API key for development and production builds and use it in the code to

monitor usage statistics using the analytics service provided by firebase here or the link below.

Firebase Analytics Service for React Native https://rnfirebase.io/analytics/usage
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Backend by Firebase provides services for multiple utilities to add functionality with ease to the

mobile application. These services allow to,

● Firestore: is a flexible, scalable NoSQL cloud database to store and sync data.

● Authentication: Firebase Authentication provides backend services & easy-to-use SDKs

to authenticate users to your app

● Analytics: Analytics collects usage and behaviour data for your app.

● Firebase Cloud Functions: let you automatically run backend code in response to

dynamic events triggered by users on the app.

● Cloud Messaging: allows integrating mailing functionality on the cloud.

● Cloud Storage: allows storing data on the cloud.

● Real Time Database: Allows to store real-time JSON files synced via client-client,

client-server communication.

The latest and extended information about all the firebase services can be found in the links

provided above or here.

Geolocation

Incorporating Geolocation functionality in the app can be done through expo’s SDK which has all

major services related to a location like, async location fetch, foreground and background

location access, also there are multiple levels of accuracy of location based on the requirement.

In the case of the CBA app, we would be required to get low accuracy location data from the

client since we would be matching the users based on approximate locations with other users

and opportunities. This design document requirement doesn’t demand the use of high accuracy

continuous location access.

Since geolocation directly requests for users location and has a user privacy impact, Google and

Apple demand for any app utilizing these functionalities to abide by their usage and publication

policies. The CBA app heavily focuses on the use of low accuracy geolocation data to provide

searching artists and opportunities near the users own location. Thus, the supplied

documentation reference below should be carefully read and implemented. Not abiding by the
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norms and regulations might result in the application being rejected in the test flight mode, or

even removed later from the online store.

Find the latest steps to incorporate the expo’s geolocation SDK into the project and utilizing it

and google and apple’s application publishing and user privacy norms in the below provided

links or in references.

Expo Geolocation Sdk https://docs.expo.dev/versions/latest/sdk/loc
ation/

Google Publish Guide & Policies https://play.google.com/about/developer-co

ntent-policy/

Apple Publish Guide & Policies https://developer.apple.com/app-store/revie

w/guidelines/

Server

There are multiple channels to host and serve the back end of this react-native application. The

recommended is “Firebase” since we would already be utilizing it as a backend. The links to

hosting websites are provided below and also in the references section.

Firebase https://firebase.google.com/

Apart from Firebase, there are a few good service alternatives below, please check out the

website for the most up-to-date information for the same.

Heroku https://www.heroku.com/

Kinvey https://www.progress.com/kinvey

Aws https://aws.amazon.com/

Microsoft Azure https://azure.microsoft.com/en-ca/

Backendless https://backendless.com/
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GLOSSARY

API: Application Programming Interface

APK: Android Package Kit

CDM: The Centre for Digital Media

CBA: CultureBrew.Art

Firebase: Formerly known as Envolve, Firebase is a mobile and web application creation

platform developed by Google whose API synchronizes application data across

iOS, Android, and Web devices, and stores it on Firebase's cloud

Geolocation: Functionality that enables the identification of a specific user or computer device

by either GPS or an API specific to a device.

KPI: Key performance indicators are values that measure the performance of a

business or product.

MDM: Master of Digital Media

MVP: Minimum viable product

Wireframe: Usually low fidelity layout and navigation planning images that display the

functional elements of an interactive product interface (eg, screens).

Permission Priming: This involves preparing a user before asking their operating system.

Because asking for access interrupts the onboarding flow, good priming prompts

should be made to look like they are part of the app interface.

Prototype: Early sample, model, or release of a product built to test a concept or process.
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APPENDIX

USER NEEDS & FEATURES

[User Needs & Features. Credit: UNITeam]
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USER INTERVIEW INSIGHTS

[Interview Insights. Credit: UNITeam]

*Names have been referenced as only 2 letters to protect the privacy of the interviewed users.
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COLOUR PALETTE RESEARCH

[Colour Palette. Credit: UNITeam]
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DIRECTORY

Miro Board

For a more detailed review of the team’s weekly progress update, please access this link: here.

Google Drive

The project’s Google Drive share point includes:

- Project Charter

- Final Documentation (in google doc form and in PDF)

- Marketing and Scalability Plan

- Feature Showcase Video

- Final Project Video

- React Native Prototype (as Zip. file)

- Read Me for Figma Prototype

- Team Photo

Figma Prototype

Access to the interactive proof of concept prototype developed on Figma: here.

Design File: here.

Team Blog

Access to the blog kept by the team covering weekly progress of the project: here.
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